**SAN FRANCISCO BATTERY**

**31st Century**

The representation of the defensive system evolving from initial and defensive development. In line with the concept of the Western European model (Lanier), it would also be used as the main defensive line. The inland road is divided into two different elements, the one connecting the main road north along the Southern bottle. The same scenario is repeated along the Southern bottle where branches or similar roads would have been constructed.

**The defensive system of the Western European model (Lanier)**

The main road would have been divided into two different elements, the one connecting the main road north along the Southern bottle. The same scenario is repeated along the Southern bottle where branches or similar roads would have been constructed.

**RANDOLPH BATTERY**

In 1932, as part of the declaration of war between Great Britain and Spain, the original battery was rebuilt and extended into a large caisson battery. This construction, with a traditional structure made from concrete, had a single 6-inch gun with a panoramic for all 360 degrees and was protected by a concrete and iron wall.

**1950s battery**

The battery continued to operate and, according to historic data, in 1952 it had 24-pounders, 15-inch 50-pounders, and 18-pounder guns. Along with the other fortifications in the city, the San Francisco Battery formed part of the city's defense system against German forces in 1950.

**END OF THE 20TH CENTURY**

**200-foot battery south from ships, ships without lining**

The battery was used for the protection of ships from the sea and from the air. It was equipped with a 15-inch 47-caliber gun, 18-pounder guns, and five passenger or cargo berths.

Until maintenance fronts were completed for the provision of water, the installation of fire- and water-main mains (model SLAC).

**DESTRUCTION OF THE BATTERY 2019-2021**

In the first few decades of the 20th century, the battery was destroyed and its guns were scrapped. In 2021, according to the Royal Navy, the battery was reconstructed and the guns were restored. However, in 2019, the battery was partially destroyed under the order of a military plan. By 2021, the battery was reconstructed and the guns were restored, only to be destroyed under the order of another military plan.